Plan & Implement

Application Design & Architecture Consulting
Let us help early on in your implementation to ensure your solution is designed
and engineered using best practices. One of our AVEVA Select certified technical
experts will review your requirements and the high-level and detailed designs for
your AVEVA software solution, as well as supporting architecture and provide
recommendations. This work will identify potential configuration or deployment related
issues early in the project and prior to commissioning to ensure the solution is successful
and supports your requirements.

$15,000

What’s Included

Whether you are developing your own AVEVA
solution or working with one of our integration
partners, a thorough application design and
architecture review can be instrumental in
assuring the development efforts have a
solid foundation. Considerations include:

Kickoff call to coordinate what will be
needed from you and any integration
partner(s) you may have to perform the
service (access, documents, logistics, etc.)
Review of requirements, definitions,
high-level and detailed designs with the
stakeholders of the solution - ensuring that
everyone is on the same page as to what
constitutes a “success”

Security
Performance
Reliability

Review of the proposed architecture
against AVEVA standards and best
practices and identification of potential
areas of concern

Availability
Flexibility
Scalability

Review of the proposed engineering
design with an effort to apply AVEVA best
practices

Maintainability

Value
Lower project costs caused by undetected
design problems
Less time spent troubleshooting runtime and
system performance issues

Formal wrap-up meeting to discuss any
recommendations our technical experts
have identified accompanied by a detailed
summary of the engagement, findings
and recommendations

Reduce risk by knowing the solution designed
meets your goals, objectives and
requirements
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